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We present a method for measuring the cosmic matter budget without assumptions about spec-
ulative Early Universe physics, and for measuring the primordial power spectrum P∗(k) non-
parametrically, either by combining CMB and LSS information or by using CMB polarization. Our
method complements currently fashionable “black box” cosmological parameter analysis, constrain-
ing cosmological models in a more physically intuitive fashion by mapping measurements of CMB,
weak lensing and cluster abundance into k-space, where they can be directly compared with each
other and with galaxy and Lyα forest clustering. Including the new CBI results, we find that CMB
measurements of P (k) overlap with those from 2dF galaxy clustering by over an order of magnitude
in scale, and even overlap with weak lensing measurements. We describe how our approach can
be used to raise the ambition level beyond cosmological parameter fitting as data improves, testing
rather than assuming the underlying physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

What next? An avalanche of measurements have
now lent support to a cosmological “concordance model”
whose free parameters have been approximately mea-
sured, tentatively answering many of the key questions
posed in past papers. Yet the data avalanche is showing
no sign of abating, with spectacular new measurements
of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), galaxy clus-
tering, Lyman α forest (LyαF) clustering and weak lens-
ing expected in coming years. It is evident that many
scientists, despite putting on a brave face, wonder why
they should care about all this new data if they already
know the basic answer. The awesome statistical power of
this new data can be used in two ways:

1. To measure the cosmological parameters of the con-
cordance model (or a replacement model if it fails)
to additional decimal places

2. To test rather than assume the underlying physics

This paper is focused on the second approach, which has
received less attention than the first in recent years. As
we all know, cosmology is littered with “precision” mea-
surements that came and went. David Schramm used to
hail Bishop Ussher’s calculation that the Universe was
created 4003 b.c.e. as a fine example — small statistical
errors but potentially large systematic errors. A strik-
ing conclusion from comparing recent parameter estima-
tion papers (say [1–4] by the authors for methodologically
uniform sample) is that the quoted error bars have not
really become smaller, merely more believable. For in-
stance, a confidence interval for the dark energy density
that would be quoted three years ago by assuming that
four disparate data sets were all correct [1] can now be
derived from CMB + LSS power spectra alone [4–7] and
independently from CMB + SN 1a as a cross-check.

FIG. 1. Measurements of the linear matter power spectrum

P (k) computed as described in the text, using the concordance

model of [5] (solid curve) to compute window functions. The loca-

tions of the CMB points depend on the matter budget and scales

with the reionization optical depth as e2τ for k ∼
> 0.002. Correcting

for bias shifts the 2dF galaxy points [8] vertically (b = 1.3 assumed

here) and should perhaps blue-tilt them slightly. The cluster point

scales vertically as (Ωm/0.3)−1.2, and its error bars reflects the

spread in the literature. The lensing points are based on [9]. The

LyαF points are from a reanalysis [10] of [11] and have an overall

calibration uncertainty around 17%.

This paper aims to extend this trend, showing how
measurements can be combined to raise the ambition
level beyond simple parameter fitting, testing rather than
assuming the underlying physics. Many of the dozen or
so currently fashionable cosmological parameters merely
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Figure 4. Density profiles for our six example halos from our SIDM1 (blue stars) and SIDM0.1 (green triangles) simulations and their CDM counterparts.
With self-interactions turned on, halo central densities decrease, forming cored density profiles. Solid lines are for the best NFW (black) and Burkert (blue) fits,
with the points representing the density at each radial bin found by AHF. The arrow indicates the location of the Burkert core radius rb. rs is the NFW scale
radius of the corresponding CDM halo density profile (black solid line). Burkert profiles provide a reasonable fit to our SIDM1 halos only because rb ≈ rs
for σ/m = 1 cm2/g, so a cored profile with a single scale radius works. As discussed in §7 this is not the case for σ/m = 0.1 cm2/g and thus Burkert
profiles are not a good fit to our SIDM0.1 halos.

in SIDM are not as strong as previously suggested on analytic
grounds. Here we show the cumulative number of subhalos larger
than a given Vmax for a sample of well-resolved halos in our CDM
(solid), SIDM0.1 (dotted), and and SIDM1 (dashed) simulations.
The associated virial masses for each host halo are shown in the
legend. The left panel presents the Vmax function for all subhalos
within the virial radius of each host and the right panel restricts the
analysis to subhalos within half of the virial radius. We see that gen-
erally the reduction in substructure counts at a fixed Vmax is small
but non-zero and that the effects appear to be stronger at small radii
than large. Similarly, there appears to be slightly more reduction of
substructure in the SIDM cluster halos compared to the galaxy size
systems.

We can understand both trends, 1) the increase in the differ-
ence between the CDM and SIDM Vmax functions as Mvir in-
creases and 2) the increase in the difference as one looks at the
central regions of the halo, using the results from the previous sec-
tion as a guide. The typical probability that particle in an SIDM
subhalo will interact with a particle in the background halo is

P ≈ ⟨ρhost(r)(σ/m)vorb(r)⟩T T, (14)

where vorb(r) is the orbital speed of the subhalo at position r, ρhost
is the mass density of the host halo, and T is the orbital period.
The typical speed of the subhalo is similar to the rms speed of
the smooth component of the halo, and thus ρhost(r)(σ/m)vorb(r)

should be similar to the function we show in Figure 7. At fixed
r/rs we expect P to scale with Vmax as V 3

max/r
2
max (given that

ρs ∝ V 2
max/r

2
max), which is a very mildly increasing function

of Vmax over the range of halo masses we have simulated. Note
though that we expect scatter at fixed halo mass because of the
scatter in the Vmax − rmax relation (Bullock et al. 2001).

While the increase in destruction of subhalos with host halo
mass is not strong, it is clear from the above arguments that subha-
los in the inner parts of the halo (r/rs ≪ 1) should be destroyed
but the bulk of the subhalos around r/rs ∼ 1 and beyond should
survive for σ/m = 1 cm2/g. This effect is strengthened by the
fact that subhalos in the innermost region of the halo were accreted
much longer ago than subhalos in the outskirts, so they have ex-
perienced many more orbits (Rocha et al. 2011). These arguments
explain the comparisons between the subhalo mass functions plot-
ted in Figure 8. Our arguments demonstrate that a large fraction of
the subhalos found in CDM halos (most of which are in the outer
parts) would still survive in SIDM halos for σ/m values around or
below 1 cm2/g.

Overall in the previous two sections we have seen that the effects
of self-interactions between dark matter particles in cosmological
simulations are primarily in the central regions of dark matter ha-
los, leaving the large scale structure identical to our non-interacting
CDM simulations. Thus we retain the desirable features of CDM
on large scales while revealing different phenomenology near halo
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is the mass density of the host halo, and T is the orbital period.
The typical speed of the subhalo is similar to the rms speed of
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While the increase in destruction of subhalos with host halo
mass is not strong, it is clear from the above arguments that subha-
los in the inner parts of the halo (r/rs ≪ 1) should be destroyed
but the bulk of the subhalos around r/rs ∼ 1 and beyond should
survive for σ/m = 1 cm2/g. This effect is strengthened by the
fact that subhalos in the innermost region of the halo were accreted
much longer ago than subhalos in the outskirts, so they have ex-
perienced many more orbits (Rocha et al. 2011). These arguments
explain the comparisons between the subhalo mass functions plot-
ted in Figure 8. Our arguments demonstrate that a large fraction of
the subhalos found in CDM halos (most of which are in the outer
parts) would still survive in SIDM halos for σ/m values around or
below 1 cm2/g.

Overall in the previous two sections we have seen that the effects
of self-interactions between dark matter particles in cosmological
simulations are primarily in the central regions of dark matter ha-
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Figure 2. Evolution of the dark matter density profile over the 2
Gyr of evolution for the control run with adiabatic (no cooling and
no star formation) hydrodynamics. We see that the dark matter
halo and the hydrostatic gas halo are both perfectly stable over
the whole simulation.

Figure 3. Evolution of the dark matter density profile over the
2 Gyr of evolution for the control run with cooling, star forma-
tion but no feedback. The dark matter halo has been strongly
adiabatically contracted.

We also see the formation of a massive bulge in the cen-
tre of the galaxy, leading to an overall highly concentrated
baryons distribution. The associated SF history can be seen
on Figure 5: it is on average very high, around 1 M⊙/yr,
with short bursts reaching 4 to 6 M⊙/yr, associated to the
formation of dense gas clumps. Such a high SF rate is usu-
ally associated to massive galaxies at low redshift. This is
quite unrealistic for dwarf galaxies we see today (Hopkins
et al. 2002). The effect of this strongly dissipative evolution
on the dark matter profile can be seen on Figure 3. After

Figure 4. Evolution of the dark matter density profile over the 2
Gyr of evolution for the control run with cooling, star formation
and stellar feedback. We see the formation of a large core. We
also show for comparison the analytical fit (dashed line) based on
a pseudo-isothermal profile (see text for details)

1 Gyr, the dark matter distribution has been adiabatically
contracted very significantly by baryons. The inner slope of
the dark matter density profile is close to -2, and no core is
visible. It is worth mentioning that although we have a very
clumpy structure in the ISM and in the stellar distribution,
it does not trigger the formation of a dark matter core in our
case: the mechanism proposed by Mashchenko et al. (2006)
(see also El-Zant et al. 2001) does not work here, probably
because our clumps are not massive enough.

We now move to our final run with gas cooling, SF and
stellar feedback. The evolution of the star forming disk is
dramatically different from the “no feedback” run. We see
in Figure 1 that the final gas distribution shows a very thick,
turbulent disk, with strong outflows made of shredded clouds
and filaments. The face-on view reveals that many gas clouds
form in the outskirts of the disk, while the central region has
been evacuated by stellar feedback, giving rise to the wind.
The temperature map illustrates nicely the hot gas in the
wind, segregating from the cold gas in the ISM. Star for-
mation still proceeds within dense clouds, but these are not
long-lived anymore. This is why we don’t see any massive
star clusters in the stellar surface density map. Only a few
managed to survive. This is one of the key qualitative fea-
tures of our stellar feedback implementation: gravitational
instability and shock compression trigger the formation of
star forming clouds, which are then quickly disrupted by
stellar feedback, recycling the unused gas into the ISM and
giving rise to the galactic wind.

The SF rate plotted in Figure 5 is one order of mag-
nitude lower in average than the “no feedback” case. It ex-
hibits strong bursts followed by quiescent phases. When gas
cools down and sinks towards the central region, SF rises
sharply and triggers a starburst. Stellar feedback then re-
moves the gas into the hot wind, leaving the central kpc
almost devoid of gas. This explains the very low star forma-
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Figure 1. Maps of gas density (left, in logarithmic scale between 0.1 et 1000 H/cc), gas temperature (middle, in logarithmic scale
between 300 and 106 K) and stellar column density (right, logarithmic scale in arbitrary units), seen face-on (lower plot) and side-on
(upper plot), with (upper half) and without (lower half) feedback after 2 Gyr of evolution. The images are all 10 kpc across.
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Figure 1. Maps of gas density (left, in logarithmic scale between 0.1 et 1000 H/cc), gas temperature (middle, in logarithmic scale
between 300 and 106 K) and stellar column density (right, logarithmic scale in arbitrary units), seen face-on (lower plot) and side-on
(upper plot), with (upper half) and without (lower half) feedback after 2 Gyr of evolution. The images are all 10 kpc across.
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Warm H2 in the M82 Galactic wind | Veilleux et al. 2009
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Simulations | Cusp-core transformations
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Isolated dwarfs
[rotation curves + abundance matching]



WLM | Leroy et al. 2015 [UV (blue); optical (green); HI (red)]
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Measurement | The stellar mass-halo mass relation
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Measurement | The stellar mass-halo mass relation
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Local Dark Matter Density



Background | What is the local dark matter density?

0.2-1kpc



Background | How can we measure the local DM density?

1. Local measure:

⇢dm

2. Global measure:

⇢
dm,ext

No. ] Unified Rotation Curve of the Milky Way Galaxy 3
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Fig. 1. Observed circular velocities representing the rotation curve of the Galaxy. Open triangles: HI tangent velocity method
(Burton and Gordon 1978); Rectangles: CO tangent (Clemens 1989); Reverse triangles: HI tangent (Fich et al. 1989); Diamonds:
CO and HII regions (Fich et al.1989, Blitz et al. 1982); filled triangles: Demers and Battinelli (2007); Circles: HI thickness (Honma
and Sofue 1997a,b); Big circle at 13.1 kpc: VERA-parallax, proper motion and velocity (Honma et al. 2007). All data have been
converted to (R0,V0) = (8.0, 200.0 km s−1). The plotted data are in table 1.

qualitatively reproduced, but we show that the amplitude
is not reproduced. This is because that the bar is a radial
perturbation of mode 2, whereas the ring is a local and
radial perturbation yielding a rapider change of density
and potential gradients.

4. Galactic Mass Components

For constructing the model rotation curves, we used
fundamental galactic mass components, which are the
bulge, disk, and halo. We also introduced some pertur-
bations representing the discrepancies between the obser-
vations and calculated fundamental curves. We describe
individual components below.

4.1. Bulge

The inner region of the galaxy is assumed to be com-
posed of two luminous components, which are a bulge
and disk (Wyse et al. 1997) . The mass-to-luminosity
ratio within each component is assumed to be constant,
so that the mass density distribution has the same pro-
file. The bulge is assumed to have a spherically symmetric
mass distribution, whose surface mass density obeys the
de Vaucouleurs law, as shown in figure 2.

The de Vaucouleurs (1958) law for the surface bright-
ness profile as a function of the projected radius r is ex-
pressed by

logβ = −γ(α1/4 − 1), (5)

with γ = 3.3308. Here, β = Bb(r)/Bbe, α = r/Rb, and

Bb(r) is the brightness distribution normalized by Bbe,
which is the brightness at radius Rb. We adopt the same
de Vaucouleurs profile for the surface mass density:

Σb(r) = λbBb(r) = Σbeexp

!

−κ

"

#

r

Rb

$1/4

− 1

%&

(6)

with Σbc = 2142.0Σbe for κ = γln10 = 7.6695. Here, λb

is the mass-to-luminosity ratio, which is assumed to be
constant within a bulge. The total mass is calculated by

Mbt = 2π

' ∞

0

rΣb(r)dr = ηR2
bΣbe, (7)

where η = 22.665 is a dimensionless constant. By defi-
nition a half of the total projected mass (luminosity) is
equal to that inside a cylinder of radius Rb.

We here adopt a spherical bulge. In fact the differences
among circular velocities are not so significant for minor-
to-major axis ratios greater than ∼ 0.5 (Noordermeer
2008). The volume mass density ρ(r) at radius r for a
spherical bulge is calculated by using the surface density
distribution as (Binney and Tremaine 1987; Noordermeer
2008),

ρ(r) =
1

π

' ∞

r

dΣb(x)

dx

1√
x2 − r2

dx. (8)

Since the mass distribution is assumed to be spherical,
the total mass enclosed within a sphere of radius R is
calculated by using rho(r) and the circular velocity as
Vb(R)=

(

GMb(R)/R. Obviously, the velocity approaches

Sofue et al. 2009 v2 ⇠ GM(r)/r
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Figure 3. Determination of the DM density profile for varying numbers of tracer stars. These plots show marginalised posteriors for ⇢DM(z) = ⇢DM,const for the
20 mock data sets generated for each sampling level. Dark, medium, and light shading show the 68%, 95%, and 99.7% credible regions (CRs), respectively.
Green, purple, and orange colouring indicates that the 68%, 95%, or 99.7% CR respectively contains the correct answer. The median value of each posterior
is shown by a solid line in green, purple, or orange, while the DM density value used to generate the mock data is shown as a solid black line across the entire
plot. The mock data and reconstruction models used contain no tilt term or dark disc terms. As the number of tracer stars is increased from 104 to 106 the
credible regions for ⇢DM,const naturally shrink around the mock data value.

where the correct DM density always at least within the 95% cred-
ible region. The inclusion of extra parameters to describe the tilt
term does however increase the size of the CRs.

Just as our determination of ⇢DM(z) is dependent on the tilt
term, the tilt term is in turn dependent on its input parameters, A,
n, and R0 = R1. While we have been able to fit for A and n using
G-type dwarf data (section 2.5), for R0 we have taken the canonical
value of R0 = 2.5 ± 0.5 kpc from (Binney & Tremaine 2008b), and
further made the assumption that �Rz(R, z) has the same radial pro-
file as ⌫(R, z) (i.e. R0 = R1). When using only a single population,
determination of R0 and R1 will be important, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5. This figure shows the 2D marginalized posterior for ⇢DM,const

and R0 for a reconstruction of mock data set thick_tilt_1e6_0
with a model including tilt, and demonstrates the degeneracy that
exists between ⇢DM,const and R0 = R1. If using multiple tracer popu-
lation, each will have di↵erent R0 and/or R1, but will all have their
motions dictated by the same potential. This will help us break the
degeneracy between R0, R1, and ⇢DM. Further, with the advent of
Gaia data we will be able to directly measure the radial profile of
�Rz and ⌫(R, z) for a given set of tracer stars.

4.3 Dark Disc

Fig. 6 shows mock data set thick_1e6_0-19, thick_dd_1e6_0,
and thick_bdd_1e6_0 reconstructed using models with and with-
out a dark disc component. The top left panel shows the same CRs
as seen in the left hand set o Fig. 4 and the right hand set of Fig. 3.

The left column of Fig. 6 shows the reconstruction of mock
data sets with a constant DM density profile; mocks 0-19 in top
left and mock 0 in bottom left. The reconstruction in the top panel
uses a model with a constant DM density, while the bottom panel
uses a model with an additional dark disc component. The dark
disc reconstruction exhibits a disc structure even though the correct
answer is constant ⇢DM. This is likely due to a bias in the hyper-
volume set by the priors – the prior range on the dark disc parame-
ters goes between no dark disc (KDD = 0) and a maximal dark disc
(KDD = 1500), and thus the bulk of the parameter space features at
least some dark disc. There is no ‘negative dark disc’ to counteract

this e↵ect and push the mean of the prior range back to no dark
disc.

In the centre and right columns of Fig. 6 we reconstruct mock
data sets with a dark discs of di↵erent masses: thick_dd_1e6_0
and thick_bdd_1e6_0 (the ‘big dark disc’). A constant DM den-
sity reconstruction (top row) is able to contain the thick_dd_1e6
dark disc within the 95% credible region almost to the last bin, but
fails to contain the big dark disc beyond z = 1.3 kpc. Adding a dark
disc term allows the reconstruction to fit to the mock data DM pro-
file nicely, as shown in the bottom centre and bottom right panels
of Fig. 6.

When working with real data however, we will not have the
luxury of knowing the DM profile underlying the data. The black
mock data model line will not be there. In subsequent studies we
will explore the potential use of the Bayesian evidence, as calcu-
lated by MultiNest , to determine if a dark disc is justified by ob-
servational data.

4.4 Tilt and Dark Disc

Here we combine the two elements discussed in previous sections,
the tilt term and the dark disc. Fig. 7 shows reconstructions of the
mock data set thick_bdd_tilt_1e6_0. In the top panel the re-
construction model contains neither dark disc nor tilt term. Again
we see the same e↵ects as we did previously. The missing tilt term
yields a consistent underestimation of the DM density, and the con-
stant DM density envelope is too narrow to encompass the density
range of the dark disc. The consistent underestimation can reme-
died by adding a tilt term to the reconstruction model, as shown
in the middle panel, where the reconstruction model has a tilt term
included. Both problems can be resolved in tandem by using a re-
construction model with both tilt and dark disc terms, as shown in
the bottom panel of Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Determination of the DM density profile using 106 tracer stars
with a combination of a tilt term and a dark disc in the mock data
(thick_bdd_tilt_1e6_0) and using a variety of reconstruction models.
These plots show marginalised posteriors for ⇢DM(z), with dark, medium,
and light shading indicating the 68%, 95%, and 99.7% CRs respectively.
The median value of the posterior is shown as the solid blue line, while the
DM density profile used to generate the mock data is shown as a solid black
line.
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Figure 3. The density profiles of the di↵erent baryonic components; dashed
lines are gas and solid lines are stellar components, with the solid black line
being the total baryonic density (including gas). The main sequence stars
are labelled with MS, followed by their visual magnitude range. Note that
for the dwarfs and main sequence stars with MV > 4, the lines shown refer
to only the thin disk component; all thick components are shown jointly
by the line labelled Thick disk, see section 4.1.5. The dotted vertical lines
marks the borders of the region of the data we use. For this plot parameters
are mainly the same as in McKee et al. (2015), see section 4 for details. The
MS: 4 to 5 category include giants, and Dwarfs =M dwarfs + brown dwarfs
+WD + NS + BH.

4.3 Modeling the baryonic surface density distribution

It is the surface density, not the density, which enters the calculation
of the velocity dispersion in equation (3), and hence it is the sur-
face density which we need to model well. When running our code
to determine the dark matter density all parameters used to model
the baryonic surface density profile will enter with prior ranges,
encompassing our limited knowledge on their true value, which
the code then has to marginalize over to find the best fit solutions.
Hence we want to describe out knowledge on the baryonic surface
density with less parameters than what was used to generate figure
4. As seen in figure 3, many baryonic components do not contribute
significantly to the density in the region where we have tracer ve-
locity data, i.e. between the dotted horizontal lines of the plots. For
our baryon model we will only model the surface density profiles
for the thin disk dwarf component (green solid line), the thick disk
components of the dwarfs and main sequence stars (shown jointly
in the red solid line) and the HII component (purple dashed line);
the other baryonic components will simply be modeled as if all
their mass is localized at the disk plane, i.e. has a constant surface
density. The resulting model of the baryonic surface density profile
is shown by the pink line in figure 4; put explicitly the pink line is
the sum of the green solid line, the red line and the purple dashed
line, plus a constant surface density contribution making the pink
line match the total baryonic surface density at large z.

For this work the Thick Disk component is important and, as
discussed in section 4.1.5, the uncertainties do call for additional
freedom in the thick disk modeling than is included in the pink
line. As h = (1 � �)h1 + �h2, from equation (15), one can for the
same value of h either have a thick disk with a large scale height,
h2, and small contribution to the local density at the disk plane �,
or a thick disk with a small h2 and a large �. In Zheng et al. (2001)
they for M dwarfs have quite large � and small h2, while in Flynn

Figure 4. The surface density profiles for the baryonic density profiles
shown in figure 3, with the same color coding. The solid pink line is the
total surface density for our somewhat simplified baryonic model, and the
black line is the profile of the total surface density, i.e. the sum of all the
baryonic components. As seen in the figure the pink line very well mimics
the black line within the region of interest between the dotted horizontal
lines where we have data. Additionally, there is some freedom in the to-
tal baryonic surface density (i.e. at z ! 1) in the implementation of our
baryonic model, which allows the pink line to fit the black line even better.

et al. (2006) they model all thick disks with a small � and large
h2. There is a priori no reason why these thick disk components
should be modeled di↵erently, and both models seem reasonable
for all stars.To encompass this freedom we model all stellar thick
disk components jointly as a sum of two thick disks: one with a
slightly smaller scale height h2 and one with a larger scale height
h3. The density of a stellar component with a thick disk is hence
modeled as

⇢(z) = ⇢0

 
(1 � �)sech2

 
z
h1

!
+ �(1 � x) exp

 
� z

h2

!
+ �x exp

 
� z

h3

!!
,

(17)

where x is the relative contribution of the two thick disk compo-
nents to ⇢0, which refers to the local density at z = 0. We can assign
the thick disk an e↵ective scale height: he↵ = (1� x)h2 + h3, so that
we can still make use of relation (15):

h = (1 � �)h1 + �he↵ , which then gives : � =
h � h1

he↵ � h1
. (18)

For the modeling of thick disk we require: h1 < h < he↵  h2 < h3,
which automatically implies that 0 < � < 1.

For the baryonic modeling that we will use in our code (how
to refer to the code?), the thick disk is modeled as outlined above,
the gas component HII and the thin disk dwarf component as in
figure 4, where the code will for the latter use � from equation 18.
The code models all other baryonic components as localized to the
disk plane, i.e. in the same way as for the pink line of figure 4.

For the code modeling of the dwarf density distribution we
use the parameters: h = 400 pc ±5%, h1 = 332 pc ±10%, h2 =

609 pc ±20%, h3 = 1000 pc ±20%, and 0 < x < 1; this results in
the allowed intervals for � for the dwarfs: 0.018  �dwarf  0.64,
i.e. allowing for both a large and an insignificant dwarf dark disk.
Note that the parameter ranges for the scale heights are set such
that they do not overlap as we require h1 < h < he↵  h2 < h3,
which also results in some prior ranges, like that for h, becoming
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locity data, i.e. between the dotted horizontal lines of the plots. For
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the black line within the region of interest between the dotted horizontal
lines where we have data. Additionally, there is some freedom in the to-
tal baryonic surface density (i.e. at z ! 1) in the implementation of our
baryonic model, which allows the pink line to fit the black line even better.

et al. (2006) they model all thick disks with a small � and large
h2. There is a priori no reason why these thick disk components
should be modeled di↵erently, and both models seem reasonable
for all stars.To encompass this freedom we model all stellar thick
disk components jointly as a sum of two thick disks: one with a
slightly smaller scale height h2 and one with a larger scale height
h3. The density of a stellar component with a thick disk is hence
modeled as
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where x is the relative contribution of the two thick disk compo-
nents to ⇢0, which refers to the local density at z = 0. We can assign
the thick disk an e↵ective scale height: he↵ = (1� x)h2 + h3, so that
we can still make use of relation (15):

h = (1 � �)h1 + �he↵ , which then gives : � =
h � h1

he↵ � h1
. (18)

For the modeling of thick disk we require: h1 < h < he↵  h2 < h3,
which automatically implies that 0 < � < 1.

For the baryonic modeling that we will use in our code (how
to refer to the code?), the thick disk is modeled as outlined above,
the gas component HII and the thin disk dwarf component as in
figure 4, where the code will for the latter use � from equation 18.
The code models all other baryonic components as localized to the
disk plane, i.e. in the same way as for the pink line of figure 4.

For the code modeling of the dwarf density distribution we
use the parameters: h = 400 pc ±5%, h1 = 332 pc ±10%, h2 =

609 pc ±20%, h3 = 1000 pc ±20%, and 0 < x < 1; this results in
the allowed intervals for � for the dwarfs: 0.018  �dwarf  0.64,
i.e. allowing for both a large and an insignificant dwarf dark disk.
Note that the parameter ranges for the scale heights are set such
that they do not overlap as we require h1 < h < he↵  h2 < h3,
which also results in some prior ranges, like that for h, becoming
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• Most of the baryonic surface density is located inside the innermost bin (left 
vertical dashed line). 

• Total baryonic surface density: 

• Pink line: simplified modeling of the surface density used in Multinest.

⌃1
baryon

= 46.95M�pc
�2 ± 13%

• Joint population analysis driven by the young population data.

• Young pop (with tilt): 

Both pop (with tilt):

• We have so far not discussed the rotation curve term. 
Literature compatible with zero rotation curve term, adds an 
error of ~0.1 Gev/cm^3 (Bovy et.al. 2012).

• Further investigate the old population data. Disequilibrium, 
breathing mode? (Banik et.al. 2016)

• Gaia data.

Final remarks.

⇢dm = 0.46+0.13
�0.16 GeV/cm3

⇢dm = 0.40+0.8
�0.6 GeV/cm3



Conclusions

• Isolated dwarf simulations at ~4pc resolution predict 
dark matter cores of size ~R1/2, if SF not truncated

• Abundance matching isolated dwarfs →

• Dark matter likely a cold(ish) & collisionsless particle 

• The local DM density is:

• Improved accuracy will be hard. Is it needed?

mdm > 2 keV

⇢dm = 0.46+0.13
�0.16 GeV/cm3


